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Lanyard Park
- Attach lanyard hook to keep lanyard attached to body

- Will break if ‘hooked’ to prevent a trip hazard

Mating Buckle Closure
- All closures are secured with adjustable mating buckles

- Breaking strength: >900 daN

Shoulder Straps
- Padded for comfort

- Reflective tape for increased visibility

- Standard orange 44 mm webbing PES with PTFE (water

  repellent/anti stain)

- Breaking strength: >2700 daN

Lanyard/Tool Loop
- Webbing loop attached to underside of waist belt

- Can be used as a lanyard or tool loop to fix items when not

  in use

Standing Relief Strap
- Relief strap is adjustable and can be adjusted in an emergency

- 2 leg straps situated on either side of leg webbing

- Enclosed in a pouch with a hook & loop closure 

Self Rescuer & Headlamp Straps
- Self rescuer attachment

- Headlamp attachment

- Straps with eye & tongue buckle

- Straps on either side of waist belt
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Scaffold Hook for
Anchorage to Structure

Dorsal Attachment
- D-Ring anchorage on
  back
- Single anchorage point
- Breaking strength:
  >2300 daN

Reflective Material
Back Straps
- Padded for comfort
- Reflective tape for
  increased visibility

Kidney Belt
- Padded for comfort
  over kidney area
- Back support

Fall Indicator
- Bi-lateral indicator(s)
- Visual identification
  for any fall that may
  have occurred

Mating Buckles
- All closures secured
  with adjustable mating
  buckles
- Breaking strength:
  >900 daN

Label
- Waterproof

- Customisable by

  means of writing

  on label

Karabine Hook

1.8 meter

Energy Shock
Absorber

Dual Elasticated Webbing

LANYARD

FEATURES
- Harness and Lanyard are rated for a 140 kg user
- Breaking strength: >15 kN
- Temperature: -30 ºC to 50 ºC

CERTIFICATION
- EN 361 life expectancy of our harness is 10 years from the date of manufacture
- Factors can contribute to the reduction of performance and/or life expectancy of the product.

- Breaking strength: >22 kN- Limits the fall arrest
  force to 6 kN

- Decreases length of ‘non- working’ lanyard
- Reduces risk of tripping, snagging and
  dragging


